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TESTS OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
The pumping of water for irrigation purposes, from both 

underground and surface sources, is destined to become of 
great economic importance in the not far distant future, 
especially in the western portions of North America 
certain sections, providing a water supply were available, 
lands now rated as of low productive properties could be 
transformed into profitable and highly productive localities, 
so that when a water supply is available, there is probably 
no better investment for

In the matter of equipment it can scarcely be supposed 
that the person without special training will make a wise 
se ection particularly as to the size and type of pump and 
motive power.In As a matter of fact most pumping plants are 
put in under contract with some firm supplying or dealing in 
machinery and the owner beyond the most general specifica
tions is given, and probably deserves, but little opportunity 
to dec de the character of machinery which is put into his 
plant.a man with a small ready capital, 

than the building of a pumping plant with a capacity suffic
ient to irrigate from 20 to 40 acres of land where the depth 
of water does not exceed 50 feet. Such land is obtainable at 
low prices on the mesas bordering the river valleys and is 
particularly desirable where orchard fruits 
duce are raised with

Moreover after the plant is put into operation the 
owner usually takes it for granted that the amount of water 
guaranteed by the contractor has been obtained and rarely 
undertakes to determine if the facts support this assumption.
In many instances tests have shown .centrifugal pumps to be 
below specifications and guaranteed capacity. This condition 
of affairs is often a source of annoyance to contractors. This 
article is written with a view of enabling a prospective pur
chaser to form a definite idea of the capacity and other es
sential points from a source other than the manufacturer's 
pamphlet. 1 he details given below will aid one in selecting 
a pump and will also give some information regarding the 
speed at which the pump must be operated to secure a given 
discharge at a given head. The engine horsepower may then 
be determined from the curve and the proper size of driving 1 
pulley ascertained when the diameter of the pump pulley is 
known.

and garden pro
success, where for such products there 

is a well established market and where finally, land irrigated 
by gravity irrigation systems can only be obtained upon pay
ment of prices beyond the means of the average investor. In 
many localities of our West such conditions already exist to 
some extent and it is in such localities as well as in the more 
promising “dry. farming” districts that the development of 
the independent pumping plant is most likely to occur. The 
central station electrical pumping plant system is a phase of 
the matter requiring the most careful study of economic and 
engineering features by experts and will 
here. . not be touched upon

The private project should, however, 
upon by the person who does These pump discrepancies at times assume large propor

tions, as may be seen from a glance at Tables No. 1 and No. 
2, which are the results of recent investigations at the New 
Mexico Experiment Station.

\\ ithout exception these plants had been designed to 
secure the rated discharge and the pumps selected were those 
which according to manufacturers’ catalogs w’ould give these 
quantities, the engine power being based on figures secured 
frem the same source. The method of testing these devices 
were carried out under careful supervision.

T he suction and discharge heads were measured by mer
cury gauges, and the higher discharge heads by an accurate 
pressure gauge of the Bourdon type. The suction and d'is-

not be entered 
not possess some little experi- 

so far as they relate to irrigation 
pumping at least. The fixed charges and operating expenses 
of a pumping plant are so high under usual conditions that 
only by the most careful attention to details of equipment 
by the exercise of good management in the operation of 
pumping plant as well as farm will the enterprise be made to 
pay or be found as profitable as the preliminary estimates 
might lead one to expect.

ence in irrigation affairs

and
the

In a recent bulletin of the New 
Mexico Experiment Station, Mr. B. P. Fleming and J. B. 
Stoneking g.ve results of tests on a number of pumps, and 
their conclusions as taken up in this article are interesting.
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